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A navigation strategy for an autonomous patrol vehicle based on 
multi-fusion planning algorithms and multi-paradigm 

representation schemes 
 

Osama Zaki and Matthew Dunnigan 

 

Abstract:  This paper considers the robot navigation task as an algorithmic and 
representational one in a way that the performance of the navigation task cannot be 
measured without combining those two elements. As a result of this view, a unique new 
navigation strategy based on combined multi-fusion planning algorithms and multi-paradigm 
representation schemes is presented.  An overall architecture for a new navigation strategy is 
also proposed. Discrete and continuous planning algorithms are combined in a hierarchal 
fashion. GIS models and ontology are also combined to form rich media for representing 
dynamic data and knowledge. Experimental results with an evaluation of the schemes are 
presented. 

Keywords: Autonomous navigation, Dynamic GIS modelling, Motion planning 

 

1. Introduction: 

 
There is evidence from a literature review on autonomous robots that there is a need to 
enhance both; 1) the representation schemes and 2) the planning algorithms; and then 3) to 
produce an integration architecture for these two elements. In this paper, for the 
representation, multiple schemes are combined which are GIS modelling and Description 
Logic. For planning, multiple algorithms are modified and fused such as A-star and Bug2 
algorithms.  An open layered architecture is then proposed to manage and perform the 
navigation tasks. In addition, a simple technique is used for sensor fusion for the navigation 
tasks. Furthermore, Performance Key Indicators are used in both GIS modelling and 
performance analysis. 

Logic-based representations for historical reasons have been used widely to model the state-
space of a problem. However, representing the whole state-space in logical formalisms has 
never been compact, complete, nor explicit and it is difficult to generalize. It has been also 
found that logic-based planning is NP-hard and that the level of hardness depends on the 
precise encoding of the problem (i.e. state-space). In autonomous mobile robotics, and other 
applications, the environment is dynamic and modelling becomes even harder. It is not a 
static state-space anymore and a configuration space must be thoughtfully represented.  
Finding the optimal path is not just a graph search algorithm.  Planning, on the other hand, 
has been always considered as a branch of algorithms, i.e. focusing in the algorithmic and 
computational issues of planning problems and on the combinatory and asymptotic 
complexity analysis. However, there are other issues that are not necessarily algorithmic and 
rely on the models used, and the planning problem under consideration (LaValle M. S., 2006).  

In this paper, neither probabilistic models nor heuristic ones were used in the representation 
schemes or in the planning algorithms and this is noted as a future extension. In addition, this 



paper only touches on the impact of velocities and accelerations on the navigation strategy 
and assumes a fixed speed for the vehicle during the mission.  

Section 2 discusses different representation schemes for autonomous vehicles followed by 
classifications and definitions of planning algorithms in Section 3. Section 4 shows how 
sensor data is fused. In Section 5, the overall architecture and the proposed strategy are 
described while in Section 6 more details of the proposed strategy is given. Finally, in Section 
7, experimental results with evaluation are represented. 

 

2. Representation schemes for autonomous vehicles 
 

A suitable formalism is required to represent the state-space and the configuration-space of a 
robot. GIS models and description logic are suggested.   2D or 3D data (geographic objects or 
surfaces) in GIS are represented as layers which can be converted into a geo-database. Data 
can be inserted via a graphical user interface. The data model in GIS is described in (Soller D. 
R. and Berg T. M., 2003) 

There is not much work reported in the area of using GIS in motion planning. However, there 
were successful attempts to convert GIS models which have spatial and non-spatial data as 
well as spatial relations between spatial objects to graph-based representation so that data 
mining algorithms can be applied (Palacio M. P., Soller D., and González J., 2003).  A 
different direction is the use of a Distance Transform (DT) technique from image processing 
which operates on the grey level image representation of the 3D environment for planning 
optimized paths. The 3D environment is modelled in the form of geo-located layered data, 
similar to the Geographic Information system (GIS) (Jaishankar S and Pralhad R. N., 2011). 
The work carried out by (Rackliffe N., Yanco H. A. , and Casper J., 2011) explored (and 
proposed a proof of concept) the integration of a geographic information system (GIS) data 
with sensor data to enable (1) unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) to locate safe emergency 
landing locations without operator intervention, and (2) unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) to 
incorporate contextual GIS information for navigation.  

Ontology represents the conceptual model underlying a certain domain, describing it in a 
declarative fashion and thus separates it from procedural aspects (Cimiano P., 2006).  No 
significant work is reported in the use of Description logic (or Ontologies) for autonomous 
vehicles.  

 
 

3. Classifications and definitions of planning algorithms 
 
Several algorithms have been applied for path planning (in the state-space) and motion 
planning (in the configuration space) for 2D and 3D robots (Choset H., Lynch K. M., 
Hutchinson S., Kantor G., Burgard W., Kavarki L. E., and Thrun S., 2005) (Kshirsagar S. and 
Shukla K., 2010) (Bakker T., Asselt k., Bontsema J., Müller A., and Straten G., 2010). Path 
planning algorithms are mainly concerned with finding the best shortest route for the robot to 
reach its goal. Motion planning, on the other hand, addresses the issue of the actual robot’s 
movement. Path planning and trajectory (motion) planning are dissimilar parts of robotics. 
However, they are closely related which makes the distinction between them sometimes 
rather difficult.  



Motion Planning algorithms  have been classified into eight groups (Tang S., Khaksar W., 
Ismail N., and Ariffin M., 2012),  Bug Algorithms (Lumelsky V. and Stepanov A., 1987), 
Roadmap (Han L. and Amato N. M., 2001), Cell Decomposition (Keil J. M. and Sack J. R., 
1985), Potential Fields (Masehian E. and Naseri A., 2004), Sampling-based motion planning, 
Kalman filtering, Heuristic Approaches (Zhu A. and Yang S. X., 2006) and, Mathematical 
programming (Reiswijk T. A., Sirks M., Honderd G., and Jongkind W., 1992). These 
algorithms are not necessarily mutually exclusive and they are sometimes combined 
(Masehian E. and Naseri A., 2004)  (Dongbin Z. and Jianqiang Y., 2006). Bug2 algorithms   
assume the robot is a point operating in the plane with some sensors and tries to find shorter 
paths to the goal (Lumelsky V. and Stepanov A., 1987). It is straightforward to implement 
and its success is guaranteed when possible. A performance comparison of Bug navigation 
algorithms is shown in (James N.G. and Bräunl T., 2007). Two behaviours are required; 
Motion to the Goal and Boundary Following.  

Path Planning algorithms  have been classified into five categories (Yang L., Qi J., Song D., 
Xiao J., Han J., and Xia Y., 2016): Sampling based algorithms (Triharminto H., Prabuwono 
A., Adji T., and Setiawan N., 2013), node based optimal based algorithms (Zhan F. B. and 
Noon C. E., 1998), mathematical model based algorithms (Miller B., Stepanyan K., Miller A., 
and Andreev M., 2011), bio-inspired algorithms (Yang S. X. and Luo C., 2014) and multi-
fusion based algorithms (Yang L., Qi J., Song D., Xiao J., Han J., and Xia Y., 2016). The A-
star algorithm belongs to the node based optimal algorithms. A-star reduces the total number 
of states by introducing a heuristic estimation of the cost from the current state to the goal 
state. The heuristic function can be designed to obtain the constraints while the estimation 
must never overestimate the actual cost to get to the nearest goal node. A-star can converge 
very  quickly and ensures optimality at the same time. A-star is proposed by introducing an 
evaluation function which consists of post calculations towards the initial state and heuristic 
estimation towards the goal. A-star has a faster speed to convergence based on comparison of 
the cost of neighbours. Path planning algorithms can be combined. GIS/GPS navigation 
systems use path planning algorithms such as Dijkstra’s technique and its variations to find 
the shortest path. 

An extensive comparison between shortest path algorithms is carried out in (Zhan F. B. and 
Noon C. E., 1998), and (Glabowski M., Musznicki B., Nowak P. and Zwierzykowski P., 
2013). The former study included 15 algorithms and it was concluded that for one-to-one 
shortest paths or the shortest paths from a source node to a subset of the nodes (one-to-some), 
Dijkstra’s implementations performed best. The latter study included 12 algorithms. The 
fastest algorithm was the Small Label First algorithm, faring slightly better than the Large 
Label Last algorithm and Dijkstra’s. None of those studies included algorithms that use 
heuristic functions. In addition, the speed of the algorithms is not the only measure. There are 
properties that are equally important; admissibility (completeness and optimality), time and 
space complexity, informedness, and whether it is monotonic or not (Russell S. and Norvig 
P., 2009) (Luger G. F. and Stubblefield W. A., 1989). In actual fact, shortest path algorithms 
should be classified into other useful categories which include four classes: non-heuristic (e.g.  
Dijkstra, which uses uniform-cost search), heuristic or informed search (e.g. A-star, which 
uses best-first search, regardless of whether implementing a greedy strategy or not), Local 
search (e.g. Hill-climbing, where the path to the goal is irrelevant) and meta-heuristic search 
(e.g. Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithms, Ant Colony, and Particle Swarm). Dijkstra’s 
algorithm is complete and optimal but time and space complexities are issues. A-star is 
complete, optimal and its performance is better than Dijkstra’s. Furthermore, there are 
variations of A-star (Beam Search, Iterative Deepening, Dynamic weighting, Bandwidth 
Search, Dynamic A-star and Lifelong Planning A*, Jump point search, Theta*, and Block A*) 



which can improve the performance further. A-star (and its variants) remains the leading 
technique and is at the heart of path-finding algorithms in AI literature. 

 

 

 

4. Sensors fusion for motion planning 
 

Sensors are used to specify and detect: objects, location, direction and orientation. Ultrasonic 
sensors and cameras are used for object detection, GPS is used for identifying location, a 
compass is used for indicating direction and a gyroscope/accelerometer for giving orientation 
of the vehicle. The data from the gyroscope and accelerometer are fused using a 
Complementary Filter (Regalia P., Mitra S., Vaidyanathan P., Renfors M., and Neuvo Y., 
1987).  

Data from the ultrasonic sensor and the camera are passed to the sensor-fusion component. 
The camera has an imaging rate up to 30 frames per second for 1080p video mode, a 68.5 
degrees diagonal field of view and a fixed focus from 0.3m to 1.5m. The camera is mounted 
on a special rack and controlled by two servo motors that allow the camera to move 90 
degrees vertically and 180 degrees horizontally. The ultrasonic sensor has a measuring 
distance range of 2-400cm and approximately 28 degrees field of view. The emitter sends an 
8 cycle burst of ultrasound at 40 kHz; the receiver collects the echo and sends a TTL signal 
whose duration is the time elapsed between the burst pulse (ping) and the echo reception 
(pong) which is the total travelling time of the sound signal. Data from the ultrasonic sensor 
and camera are fused by some IF…THEN rules. In the current implementation, the data 
obtained from the ultrasonic sensor is prioritised over the camera’s data for short distances 
while for long distances the camera’s data is prioritised. However, there are other/different 
themes which can be explored further to fuse the data obtained from the two sensors; 
ultrasonic and camera.  

  

5. The overall architecture and the navigation strategy 
 

The overall architecture of the vehicle has a three-layer format as shown in Figure 1. The top 
layer includes all data, information and knowledge, the middle layer includes the two engines 
(controller and planner) and the bottom layer includes all hardware interfaces (including the 
motors and the communications modules).    The focus here is on the navigation tasks, so not 
all modules are discussed in this paper. 
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The A-star algorithm uses the zeros & ones and the start and end points (which are initially 
set by the GIS editor) to determine the shortest path.  Path planning neglects the longitude and 
latitude in the process of determining the shortest path. It considers only the points on the map 
as x and y coordinates. However, it converts the points back to longitude and latitude before 
they are sent to the controller. The shortest path is translated into motion by applying the 
modified Bug2 algorithm which produces a number of short local plans for the vehicle to 
move from one point to the next. Each short plan is translated into actual movements 
(actions). Each action has an angle and a direction (at this stage of the research the speed is 
fixed, it remains the same during the mission) in which the vehicle has to move. Finally the 
controller passes these actions to the motor driver module. 

When an object is detected by different sensors (the camera and other sensors’ readings) and 
data is fused, the controller calculates (this is an important role of the spatial data) the 
longitude and latitude of the object relative to the position of the vehicle.  The controller then 
checks whether the position of the detected object is within the area covered by the current 
generated path. If it is, the controller sends a request to the planner to produce a new local or 
global plan based on new information (this depends on how far the next point is from the 
points in the shortest path. If the next point is in the shortest path a local plan is generated, 
otherwise a global plan is generated) else the object is neglected. Simultaneously, the 
controller sends the detected object information to the GIS to update the models (and hence 
the map-layers). This information is also sent to the remote mobile user interface to update it.  
The planner then makes queries to the ontology (the knowledge-base) and the database and it 
may update them. Finally, the planner produces the new local or global plan for the vehicle.   

As the readings from the compass sensor are not always accurate, the Bug2 algorithm is 
extended by a technique similar to the one used in Maps applications (e.g. Google and Bing). 
The technique converts x and y coordinates into cardinal directions (north, east, west and 
south) and the four inter-cardinal directions (any of the four intermediate compass directions 
located halfway between the cardinal directions: northeast, southeast, southwest and  
northwest, but not the further eight secondary inter-cardinal directions). The coordinates in 
Table 1  are given for illustration which sets some coordinates. Each coordinate represents a 
point in the map with a longitude and latitude attached to it. 

 

(0,0) (1,0) (2,1) 
(0,1) (1,1) (2,1) 
(0,2) (1,2) (2,2) 

Table 1: An example of some coordinates 

In the pseudo code, in Table 2, the current vehicle position is represented by xo and yo. The 
next position is represented by xn and yn. For example, if the current position is represented by 
the point (xo=0 and y0=1) and the next position by the point (xn=1 and yn=2) the algorithm 
then returns “South-East” as follows: 

 

If (xo == xn): 
    If (yo<yn) 
            Return 'South' 
    If (yo>yn) 
            Return 'North' 
If (yo == yn) 
    If (xo >xn): 



            Return 'West' 
    If (xo <xn): 
            Return 'East' 
Diagonal directions 
If (xo >xn): 
     If (yo>yn): 
             Return 'North- West' 
      If (yo<yn): 
             Return 'South-West' 
If (xo <xn): 
       If (yo>yn): 
            Return 'North-East' 
       If (yo<yn): 
           Return 'South-East' 

Table 2: Pseudo code of the actual vehicle movements 

 

The cardinal direction is then mapped into an angle. For example, the angle is 0 degrees if 
moving east, 90 degrees if moving north and -135 degrees if moving south-east.  The motor 
control software (using a simple formula) converts those angles into right-left direction with 
the appropriate number of degrees. 

 

 

7. Experimental Results and Evaluation 

In this section three scenarios are suggested for experiments and evaluation. The first scenario 
uses only a global map. The second scenario creates a local continuous path to avoid an 
obstacle. The third scenario creates a local discrete path. A set of keys used as performance 
indicators have been developed. At this stage, each key is measured in a qualitative manner 
(HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW). In addition, some parameters are given constant values for all 
scenarios such as vehicle speed which is 0.85m/s, CPU performance (instruction sets, 
complier and coding algorithms),  networking and communication performance (latency and 
throughput)  are not regarded as important. Measures such as robustness, flexibility, 
extensibility or scalability are not considered. As this is a single vehicle ‘collaboration’ is not 
measured.  The eleven keys that are used to measure performance are given below. The 
selected arena for the three experiments is 10.519m2 (67m*157m).   

The software on the vehicle consists of 10 main components executed in parallel (written in 
Python). All software components (except two) are running on an ARM-A53 processor 
(speed 900 MHz) hosted by a Raspberry board. The two software components “ultrasonic” 
and the “motor control” (written in embedded C) run on an ATmega2560 microcontroller (16 
MIPS throughput at 16MHz), hosted by an Arduino board. The two boards are connected and 
communicate together via a universal serial cable. On the ARMv7 each software component 
(sensor fusion, planner, camera, other sensors, controller and data handling from the ontology 
and the database) runs on a different thread. Processes and threads are handled using a Python 
programming model while interrupts and exceptions are handled by the underlying model of 
the ARMv7E architecture, the Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller (NVIC) and the operating 
system (which is Linux-based). 
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Results from the tests are represented in Table 6. Each key measures one aspect of the 
autonomous vehicle’s performance. Low represents values (1-3), Medium represents values 
(4-7), and High represents values (8-10).  

Key Performance Indicators  Scenario 1
# trials = 10 

Scenario 2
# trials = 10 

Scenario 3 
# trials = 10 

Level of autonomy  High High High 
Human-robot interaction Low Low Low 
Social issues and Safety High High High 
Sensing and perception Medium High High 
Knowledge representation/ 
Ontologies, World models 

Low Medium High 

Planning and Control Low Medium High 
Learning and adapting Low Medium Medium 
Reasoning Medium Medium Medium 
Goal achieved High High High 
Time to complete a task 150 Seconds 40 Seconds 50 Seconds  
Accuracy of the task High High High 

Table 6: Key Performance Indicators for performance analysis 

The complexity of the combined discrete and continuous planning is, O(n), as shown in 
Figure 14, where N is the number of points representing the areas. The velocities and 
accelerations of the vehicle will have an impact on the navigation strategy. A relationship 
should be established between the time elapsed from the sensors obtaining data until 
velocities as commands/signals are sent to the motors.  There are several factors involved in 
this relationship: the algorithms, program design, the compiler of the programming language, 
the operating system, I/O system, processors and memory system, networking and 
communications (software/hardware) and the specifications and types of hardware peripherals 
(sensors and actuators). Experiments in this paper used a constant vehicle speed (i.e. the 
controller does not vary the speed of the vehicle). The linear velocity of the DC motor with 
rated speed 133 rpm, rated torque 25.4 N.cm and a wheel/tyre diameter of 120mm translates 
to 1.39m/s vehicle speed (no load). With full load the instantaneous velocity decreases to 
0.85m/s.  

The controller can either send a DRIVE_WITH_CONSTANT_SPEED or a HALT command. 
This is not a limitation but varying the speed was not a requirement.  Experiments showed 
that (which can be also proved theoretically) the rate of generating a plan is slower than the 
speed of the vehicle. There are two strategies to handle this which depends on the situation: 
either by making the vehicle to stop/slowdown or by making a blind quick reaction to avoid 
the obstacle. In (Thrun S. et al., 2006)  a similar approach is implemented to overcome this 
limitation where the maximum vehicle velocity is decreased during GPS outages to 10 mph in 
order to maximize the accuracy of the restricted vehicle model. This is accomplished via the 
velocity recommender and the low-level velocity controller. When no driveable corridor is 
detected within a range of 40m, the robot simply slows down to 25 mph at which point the 
laser range sensor is sufficient for safe navigation. The vehicle health monitor will lower the 
maximum velocity due to certain preprogrammed conditions such as GPS blackouts or critical 
system failures.  Therefore, the vision analysis serves as an early warning system for 
obstacles beyond the range of the laser sensors. It is suggested that in order to avoid obstacles 
and stay centred along the road, another important component of safe driving is choosing an 
appropriate velocity (Iagnemma K., Kang S., Shibly H., and Dubowsk S., 2004). 

 



 

Area 
(m2) 

No. of 
Points 

Time (ms) 

72036 72036 0.0180 

36018 36018 0.0100 

6003 6003 0.0085 

4002 4002 0.0083 

2001 2001 0.0082 

690 690 0.0015 

Figure 14: The complexity of the combined discrete and continuous planning  

 

 

8. Conclusion 

This paper proposed an architecture which viewed the planner as an independent module 
which is loosely-coupled to the controller (the top level decision maker). The navigation 
strategy relies on two main components: 1) the planning algorithms, where discrete and 
continuous planning algorithms are combined together and 2) a rich representation media that 
allows a dynamic data and knowledge base to be used, modified and combined together. 
There is no other work that is similar to the navigation strategy and architecture proposed in 
this paper. Therefore, a framework is proposed which depends on keys as performance 
indicators measured in a qualitative manner. Future work would enhance the navigation 
strategy by adding more capable sensors so that the vehicle can deal with other issues such as 
moving objects and  variable vehicle velocities.  
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